SEE

The homes, offices, crash pads and favorite haunts of some of Southern music’s most legendary players as well as the backstage cast of characters who played a crucial role in their catapult to fame.

WALKING, TROLLEY & MOTORCOACH TOURS

Rock Roll & Stroll

through Macon’s legendary music history

Rock Candy Tours

RockCandyTours.com  478.955.5997 Macon, Georgia
Macon native Jessica Walden was raised in the shadows of rhythm and blues and the after-shocks of southern rock as the daughter of Alan Walden, retired music industry executive and 2003 Georgia Music Hall of Fame Inductee. She shares her life and love of Macon with her husband Jamie Weatherford, a local candy manufacturer and bona fide music fan. Through family stories and historic research, they created Rock Candy Tours with the hopes to honor, preserve, protect and downright show off some of the most fascinating and colorful historic sites of the South. You can’t make these places up!

--- MEET YOUR TOUR MANAGERS ---

Macon native Jessica Walden was raised in the shadows of rhythm and blues and the after-shocks of southern rock as the daughter of Alan Walden, retired music industry executive and 2003 Georgia Music Hall of Fame Inductee. She shares her life and love of Macon with her husband Jamie Weatherford, a local candy manufacturer and bona fide music fan. Through family stories and historic research, they created Rock Candy Tours with the hopes to honor, preserve, protect and downright show off some of the most fascinating and colorful historic sites of the South. You can’t make these places up!

--- WALKING TOURS ---

Available weekly and by appointment. $10-15 per person (group rates available)

--- SHUTTLED TOURS ---

$15-20 per person (private charters available)

GROUP AND MOTORCOACH RATES AVAILABLE!

For more information, current schedule and reservations:
478.955.5997
rockcandytours@gmail.com
Rockcandytours.com
Facebook.com/rockcandytours

Redeem this Rack Card for $2 OFF any scheduled tour!